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Pet power takes new emotional direction

Smart brands and insurers are finally starting to recognise the power of the emotional bond
between pet and pet parent, according to Anglo American technology specialist, Aquarium
Software.

(PRWEB UK) 28 September 2017 -- The latest company to recognise pet power is Co-op Funeralcare, who
now offers their insured customers with dependent pets, Pet Cards providing information about pets in the event
of injury or death, reducing the risk of furry friends being abandoned.

The Pet Card Scheme allows customers to pick up a wallet-sized card providing details including who should
be contacted and asked to look after the customer’s pet in the event of an accident. Bridgette Perks, a funeral
arranger, was the first to catch on to the importance of the emotional bond between humans and their four-
legged friends by creating the cards, which have now been introduced nationwide by Co-op Funeralcare in the
UK. A YouGov survey commissioned by Aquarium Software found that 69% of people asked said that pets
were just as important as their human counterparts, indicating that providing pet benefits such as the Pet Card
Scheme could prove a great marketing strategy for switched-on brands.

“Research suggests that humans and pets have a much closer emotional bond now than they had previously, and
some savvy companies such as Co-op have caught on to this,” suggests Aquarium Director, Mark Colonnese.
“Pet cards are a simple solution to a problem that many funeral care insurance customers worry about - whether
their pets will be sufficiently cared for if they fall ill suddenly. More companies should follow in the footsteps
of these companies by taking advantage of the incredibly strong bond between pets and owners.”

Co-op Pet Cards have now been rolled out across the nation after a successful launch in Armthorpe, Doncaster,
suggesting that pet power is on an upward trajectory and should be used by other businesses if they which to
stay competitive. Aquarium Software’s specialist pet insurance solution spanning premiums rating, policy
admin, billing and claims has been implemented by a number of insurers around the globe. For further
information contact Aquarium Software on +44 (0)161 927 5620 or visit www.aquarium-software.com
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